Dr. Warren Farrell’s books are published in over 50 countries, and in 12 languages.
They include two award-winning international best-sellers, Why Men Are The Way
They Are plus The Myth of Male Power. His most recent is Why Men Earn More: The
Startling Truth Behind the Pay Gap--and What Women Can Do About It.
Why Men Earn More helps corporations prevent gender discrimination lawsuits by
educating their female employees as to 25 specific ways they can earn more, and
the trade-offs each entails. It explains why any lawsuit alleging gender pay
discrimination must be certain the gap in pay is not a result of a gap between the
genders in their work behavior.
Dr. Farrell’s Women Can’t Hear What Men Don’t Say, a selection of the Book-ofthe-Month Club, goes beyond dispute resolution—it is a method of developing the
type of compassion that prevents the misunderstandings from which disputes
emanate. Father and Child Reunion helps working dads understand how they can
be successful at both work and home, and helps both sexes consider the trade-offs
of a variety of family and work arrangements.
The Financial Times has chosen Dr. Farrell as one of a hundred top “Thought
Leaders” in the world, to consult for leading corporate CEOs worldwide (as part of
their “Financial Times Knowledge Leadership Dialogue”).
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Dr. Farrell has conducted corporate training for executives and employees of
corporations such as AT&T, IBM, Toyota, Bell Atlantic, Revlon, Ogilvy-Mather,
Hoffman-La Roche, Teledyne-Ryan, Beckmann Labs, Sharp Hospital and Northern
Telecom, as well as associations of corporate executives (YPO, TEC, the Australian
Institute of Management), and associations of professionals (the American
Management Association, the Financial Planni...

Testimonials
"Your talk was the hit of the Global Women's Conference for BP. Word got out,
and this one sold out in two hours. Many participants commented that it was the
best presentation BP had ever sponsored. Your presentation has opened my eyes-and the eyes of so many."
- British Petroleum.

"Amazing presentation. One of the finest on any topic I've ever heard, and
certainly the finest of anything gender-related I've ever heard. Your balance of
anecdote and statistics was perfect; your statistics were so powerful, and your
listening skills superlative--NO one handles Q&A better than you."
- US News & World Report.
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